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The Echoing Green has been one of America's most popular synthpop bands for several years in both the

Christian alternative scene as well as the synthpop scene. 31 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Pop Crossover,

POP: with Electronic Production Details: The Echoing Green has spanned several markets during the 7

years that are represented in this collection. The band has built a strong presence in the Christian pop

market and has also won fans in the synthpop and electronic music scenes. Their extensive national

touring has earned them a well respected spot in the pop music world and this double CD represents

some of their brightest moments, featuring their fans' favorite songs. There are also many new, exclusive

remixes available only in this collection, plus plenty of rarities-- but even the most popular songs by The

Echoing Green are often rarities as their early albums went out of print so quickly and became collectors'

items. If you wonder what this band is all about, this 2CD it the perfect way to explore, and you'll most

likely leave the experience wondering why all your friends haven't heard of The Echoing Green. One fan

wrote: You definitely don't want to miss out on this one! 2 CDs chock-full of pure synth goodness that

makes you want to get up and dance, turn up the bass to full when riding in your car...you get the general

idea. Disc 1 contains 17 smokin' originals, and Disc 2 has some hard-hitting remixes that will please any

dance/techno/electro/synth crowd. (Be sure to also get the Evergreen Annex CD for even more remixes!)

Rock-solid all the way, this signifies the band's efforts for 6 years straight but still tEG goes strong. A

must-have for any synth collection!
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